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Versa Pendant Fixture with Cage Only 

ASSEMBLY I INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS: 
IMPORTANT! DISCONNECT POWER AT MAIN FUSE BOX 
TO PREVENT POSSIBLE INJURY FROM ELECTRCAL SHOCK. 
To be installed only by a qualified electrician. 
Retain these instructions for future reference. Remove all parts and parts packages from carton. 
Compare the Circular Mounting Strap to the face of the Canopy 
and thread the 2 pieces of 8-32 All Thread into the corresponding threaded holes in the Circular Mounting Strap, with the long ends
extending to the same side as the head of the green ground screw in the Circular Mounting Strap. 
Attach the Circular Mounting Strap to the Junction Box using the 8-32 Machine Screws. The 8-32 All Thread should extend away 
from the ceiling. 
Set the Glass and Cage to the side. They will be installed last. I 
Determine the desired height of the fixture, cut the SVT wire so t that there will be an additional 8" -1 O" of wire extending past the canopy.
Using a very small flat head screw driver, loosen the set screw in the canopy so that the SVT wire will slide through easily. Insert the wire until it is in your desired position and tighten the set screw. 
Attach the black or smooth wire from the fixture to the black wire from the junction box and the white or ribbed wire from the fixture to the white wire from the junction box using the plastic wire nuts provided. Wrap the ground wire from the junction box around the 
green ground screw on the Circular Mounting Strap and tighten the 

t 
screw. 

Tuck the wires neatly into the junction box, and raise the canopy to j . 

the ceiling and secure with the 8-32 Mounting Balls. 
�� Small height adjustments can still be made by loosening the canopy set screw and sliding the wire up or down, but for major adjustments 

you should drop the canopy again. 
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< .. Junction Box in Ceiling 

� .... 8-32 All Thread I < .. Ground Wire Connection 
< .. Circular Mounting Strap 
< .. 3.32 Mounting Screw 

< .. Canopy 
.; 
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< .... 8-32 Mounting Ball 

< .. SVT Fixture Wire 

< ... Cage 

Cage Support Ring 

-----© 

< ... Decorative Socket Cover 

< ... Light Bulb (Not Included) 

Slide the Cage up over the Decorative Socket Cover. With the Cage held clear of the Decorative Socket Cover, slip the Cage Support Ring over the Decorative Socket Cover and let it seat on the bottom lip of the cover. 

Gently slide the Cage down so that it sits on the Cage Support Ring. Adjust so that it is centered. 
Install the your Light Bulb. The installation is now complete and your new fixture can be powered up and enjoyed. 




